
  

   

Leah Vukmir Attacked President Trump in 2016 Saying: 

"He's Offensive to Everyone, To Men, To Women, To Little People, To Fat People" 

  

Countless reporters and prognosticators have tried to paint the picture of two stalwart Trump 

conservatives fighting for the nomination in the Wisconsin Republican Primary. They say 

that there's no daylight between Leah Vukmir and Kevin Nicholson in their support for 

President Trump. 

  

But the truth is, in 2016, Leah Vukmir made very negative public statements about President 

Trump. And she has gone to great lengths to hide that fact – even claiming today in a Fox 

Business interview: "I have always been with [Trump]." 
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Always been with Trump? Really? 

  

Newly released video from the WTMJ/RightWisconsin Insight 2016 in March of that year 

shows that Vukmir was once solidly anti-Trump, and delivered many disparaging remarks 

about the President. In the video, Leah Vukmir appears on a panel discussing the then-

upcoming Presidential election, among other topics. 

  

The moderator, Charlie Sykes, puts a question to the panel about the possibility of Donald 

Trump becoming the nominee:  

 

Charlie Sykes: 

"How do Republicans come back to minority groups? How do they come back to 

immigrants? How do they come back to women — after, you know, having said, 'This 

is our guy that we want to put in the White House'?" 

  

Leah Vukmir (excerpt): 

"I just got back from Washington, D.C., and I talked to a lot of folks out there. And 

people are saying -- I spoke to a lot of women who said, you know, 'Yeah, he's 

offensive.’ But he's offensive to everyone! He's offensive to women, he's offensive to 

men, he's offensive to little people, he's offensive to fat people. He's offensive to 

everyone!" 
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The video shows the best Leah Vukmir could do was to literally hold her nose at the thought 

of voting for Trump. Leah Vukmir also needs explain why she nods vigorously after Charlie 

Sykes says publicly (to applause) that he won't ever vote for Trump. It all begs the question: 

did Leah Vukmir even vote for Trump in the general election?  
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